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Developer check list for data elements and data set
specifications
The Developer checklist provides the list of the things that are needed for a comprehensive check of a metadata
item against the business rules. Changing from one registration status to another needs checking a specific set of
business rules.

Things to be checked for all metadata items;

1. Developer has used Australian English for all the content of the metadata items unless specified otherwise.
2. The first occurrence of the abbreviation is spelled out the word or phrase in full enclosing the abbreviation

within parentheses immediately to the right of the word in each metadata item.
Exception: The abbreviated classification scheme name included in value domain and data element
name.

3. First letter of the first word is capitalised within the name of a publication or organisation.
4. Nouns are expressed in singular form unless the term itself is plural in nature.
5. Identify the item that is being superseded by this new item if applicable.
6. Add a Superseded by relationship between the two.

Things to be checked for an Object class

1. Ensure object class name adheres to Object class name rules.
2. Ensure the definition attribute follows Object class definition rules.

Things to be checked for a Property

1. Ensure property name adheres to Property name rules.
2. Ensure the definition attribute follows Property definition rules.

Things to be checked for a Data element concept

1. Ensure data element concept name does not contradict to Data element concept name rules.
2. Make sure Object class rules for adding object class to data element concept Property rules for adding

property to data element concept are followed properly.
3. Ensure the definition attribute follows Data element concept definition rules.

Things to be checked for a Value domain

1. Check value domain name complies Value domain name rules.
2. Ensure the definition attribute Value domain definition rules.
3. Make sure Classification scheme rules for adding classification scheme to value domain are followed properly.
4. Check that representational attributes like representation class, data type, format, unit of measure are filled

where they are appropriate for each other.
5. Make sure Permissible value rules for adding permissible values to value domain are followed properly.
6. Notify Administrator if new unit of measure needs to be added to the list of unit of measures.

Things to be checked for a Data element

1. Check data element name complies with Data element name rules.
2. Ensure the definition attribute follows Data element definition rules.
3. Make sure Value domain rules for adding value domain to Data element are followed properly.
4. Make sure Data element concept rules for adding data element concept to data element are followed properly.
5. Include the data element in the respective DSS and include the verification rules and justification, if applied,

using Justification rules.
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